Assessment: Course Four Column
Fall 2018

El Camino: Course SLOs (BSS) - Human Development
ECC: HDEV 101 (formerly HDEV 8):Orientation to College and Educational Planning
Course SLOs
SLO #1 Educational Planning Students will identify and apply
resources, tools and procedures to
create educational goals and an
educational plan.
Course SLO Status: Active
Course SLO Assessment Cycle: 201314 (Spring 2014), 2018-19 (Fall 2018)
Input Date: 09/11/2014

01/23/2020

Assessment Method
Description

Results

Project - Students will complete an
Educational Planning project.

Semester and Year Assessment Conducted: 2013-14
(Spring 2014)
Standard Met? : Standard Met
Successful completion of the Ed Plan assignment is required
Once students decide on an
educational goal, they must research to pass HDEV 8. Of 196 students who completed the course
(239 total enrollment, 42 Ws and 1 Incomplete), grades
and identify the appropriate
were distributed as follows:
academic requirements to achieve
A - 107
that goal and create an enrollment
B - 40
plan for future semesters. The Ed
C - 33
Plan assignment requires that
students to utilize resources for the D - 4
educational planning process (AA/AS F - 12
This indicates that 92% (180 of 196) of students successfully
requirements, major sheets,
completed the assignment and passed HDEV 8.
assist.org, IGETC & CSU patterns,
etc.) to map a semester-by-semester
The Ed Plan assignment is complex and requires that
path to achieving their educational
students utilize resources competently, demonstrate critical
goals.
thinking and self-motivation, and incorporate strategies for
Students create a plan that includes effective decision-making. Faculty believe the high success
rates are due to three factors: curriculum, instruction and
an individualized list of required
community building. The HDEV 8 curriculum includes an
prerequisite, major, general
orientation to college customs and campus
education, and elective courses for
specific educational goals, such as a resources/support services as well as strategies for success
in college. Faculty teach the course with a focus on critical
Certificate, Associates Degree,
thinking, active learning, interdependence, student
and/or for transferring to a 4-year
responsibility and academic goal-setting.
college or university.
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Actions
Action: Continue using the Ed Plan
assignment as an assessment tool
in future assessments. Compare
general population success rates
to dedicated section success rates
on the Educational Planning
project/SLO assessment.
(09/01/2014)
Action Category: SLO/PLO
Assessment Process
Follow-Up: Faculty have
continued to use the Ed Plan
assignment in HDEV 8. It is
required to pass HDEV 8. The next
time SLO #1 is assessed, we will
compare general population
success rates to dedicated section
success rates on the Educational
Planning project/SLO assessment.
(05/26/2015)
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The assignment is weighted so that
successfully completing it is required Of the 9 sections of the course, 7 sections served dedicated
to pass the class.
populations (EOPS, SRC and Leuzinger High School).
Dedicated sections typically build community among
Standard and Target for Success: It
students. Also, focused counseling and support services
is expected that 80% of students will designed to help retain students are offered to students in
score 75% or above on this SLO
the specific populations served in these sections of HDEV 8.
assessment.
Faculty believe these connections and supports, in addition
to HDEV 8 curriculum and instruction, contribute to the high
Related Documents:
success rates for HDEV 8.
Ed Plan Project Instructions
(09/08/2014)
Faculty Assessment Leader: Juli Soden
Faculty Contributing to Assessment: Kristie DanielDiGregoria, Anna Brochet, Nancilyn Burruss, Geralin Clark,
Hatien Nguyen, Dexter Vaughn
Related Documents:
Ed Plan Instructions.2014.HDEV 8.pdf
Project - (Fall 2018) Students will
Semester and Year Assessment Conducted: 2018-19 (Fall
complete an Educational Planning
2018)
Standard Met? : Standard Met
project. The assessment tool for
HDEV 101, SLO #1 is the Educational SLO #1 Educational Planning. Students will identify and
apply resources, tools and procedures to create educational
Planning assignment.
goals and an educational plan. The assessment tool for
HDEV 101, SLO #1 is the Educational Planning Worksheet.
The HDEV 101 curriculum includes
an orientation to college customs
The HDEV 101 curriculum includes an orientation to college
and campus resources/support
customs and campus resources/support services as well as
services as well as strategies for
strategies for success in college. The course has a focus on
success in college. The course has a
active learning, student responsibility, interdependence and
focus on active learning, student
responsibility, interdependence and academic goal-setting and requires that students engage in
critical thinking as they map out a path toward their
academic goal-setting and requires
educational goals. Students must utilize assist.org, general
that students engage in critical
education patterns, major sheets, and the college catalog to
thinking as they map out a path
complete their educational planning worksheet. Students
toward their educational goals.
planning to transfer to a 4-year institution after ECC are
assigned to complete the 10-step transfer sheet, the
Once students decide on an
educational goal, they must research associate’s degree sheet, and the semester-by-semester
transfer sheet for all their future semester at ECC. Students
and identify the appropriate
planning to earn an associate’s degree or a certificate at
academic requirements to achieve
ECC without plans to transfer must complete the associate’s
that goal and create an enrollment
01/23/2020
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Actions

Action: Develop and conduct a
review for each section of the
assignment to assess
understanding of each component
of the complex, multi-step
assignment. (06/01/2019)
Action Category: Teaching
Strategies
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plan for future semesters. The Ed
Plan assignment requires that
students to utilize resources for the
educational planning process (AA/AS
requirements, major sheets,
assist.org, IGETC & CSU patterns,
etc.) to map a semester-by-semester
path to achieving their educational
goals. Students create a plan that
includes an individualized list of
required prerequisite, major, general
education, and elective courses for
specific educational goals, such as a
Certificate, Associates Degree,
and/or for transferring to a 4-year
college or university. The assignment
is weighted so that successfully
completing it is required to pass the
class.
Standard and Target for Success: It
is expected that 80% of students will
score 75% or above on this SLO
assessment.

Actions

degree sheet and the semester-by-semester sheet. This is a
difficult, complex assignment that students often struggle
to understand and complete accurately.
The HDEV department began offering HDEV 101 online in
spring 2017. This report assesses the current semester
assignment results compared to past semester results on
the educational planning worksheet. The average score for
fall 2018 (section 4157) on this assignment was 81% with all
students completing the worksheets and earning a passing
score of C or higher. In summer 2018 and spring 2018, the
average score for this assignment was 76%.
One of the challenges of this assignment when taught
online is the lack of face-to-face interaction. Students are
asked to come to office hours if they are struggling with the
instructions on Canvas. However, few students took
advantage of this opportunity. This is likely because some
students live far from campus and are taking all their
courses online. Approximately one third of students who
dropped the course did so due to this assignment and its
complexity.
Students are provided with two sections of lecture on
higher education system in the U.S. and California’s public
university system. These lectures help prepare them to
make the important decision of where they want to
consider transferring. Some of the challenging parts of the
educational planning worksheet are the prerequisites
section, the utilization of the general education patterns for
CSU and UC options, and the addition of degree applicable,
transferable units. Many students have trouble
understanding these areas of the assignments. Students
often confuse prerequisites, transferable and
nontransferable courses and thus make errors on the unit
totals for their degree plans.
While the target was met, online instruction in this
assignment is challenging. Overall, an average of 81% is
high. This high achievement on this assignment indicates

01/23/2020
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that students achieved course learning objectives related to
educational planning. These learning objectives are critical
to understanding the educational path at ECC and are key
components in the HDEV 101 curriculum.
(11/12/2018)
% of Success for this SLO: 81
Faculty Assessment Leader: Y. Chu
Faculty Contributing to Assessment: J. Soden, K. DanielDiGregorio
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ECC: HDEV 110 (formerly HDEV 10):Strategies for Creating Success in College and in Life
Course SLOs
SLO #1 Active Learning & Achieving
Goals - Students will utilize active
learning and critical thinking to
analyze personal qualities, skills and
strategies necessary for success in
college and demonstrate how to
apply these to achieve academic
goals.
Course SLO Status: Active
Course SLO Assessment Cycle: 201314 (Spring 2014), 2018-19 (Fall 2018)
Input Date: 09/11/2014

01/23/2020

Assessment Method
Description

Results

Actions

Essay/Written Assignment - (Spring
2014) The assessment tool for HDEV
10, SLO#1 is the Life Plan
assignment. This assignment
requires that students learn the five
qualities of effective goals. Goals
must be Dated, Achievable,
Personal, Positive, and Specific. This
strategy helps direct student
attention and effort toward goalrelevant activities and thus makes it
more likely that students will achieve
their goals. Students utilize the
DAPPS goal-setting strategy to
create a Life Plan that consists of
short- and long-term personal and
educational goals. The Life Plan
assignment is attached.

Semester and Year Assessment Conducted: 2013-14
(Spring 2014)
Standard Met? : Standard Met
To complete this assignment, students must use critical
thinking to analyze personal qualities, determine college
and life goals and apply the DAPPS criteria to write effective
and achievable goals.

Action: When this SLO is next
assessed, additional sections of
HDEV 110 will be assessed in order
to gain a broader look at student
achievement across the
department. (12/01/2017)
Action Category: SLO/PLO
Assessment Process
Follow-Up: Currently, the
department is conducting
Program Review. The cycle of
assessments will begin at the
conclusion of Program Review. At
that time, we will assess multiple
sections of HDEV 110.
(03/22/2017)

Standard and Target for Success: It
is expected that 80% of students will
score 75% or above on this SLO
assessment. The rubric for
evaluating student mastery of the
goal setting strategy (DAPPS) is
attached.

High achievement on this assignment indicates that
students achieved course learning objectives related to
personal responsibility, self-awareness, goal setting, selfmanagement, effective decision-making and educational
planning. These learning objectives are critical to student
success and are key components in the HDEV 10 curriculum.

Related Documents:
DAPPS Grading Rubric
Life Plan Assignment

For students to succeed in college, they must become active
and responsible partners in their own education. These
assessment results indicate that students have gained
awareness of strategies and skills (DAPPS) that they can
utilize in decision-making about their personal and
educational goals. Importantly, students effectively applied
the DAPPS goal-setting strategy to their short and long-term
goals.
(09/08/2014)
Faculty Assessment Leader: Juli Soden
Faculty Contributing to Assessment: Kristie DanielDiGregorio

Section 2470 – 86% of students earned passing scores of
75% or higher.
Section 2484 – 80% of students earned passing scores of
75% or higher.
Section 2494 – 86% of students earned passing scores of
75% or higher.
Section 2488 – 83% of students earned passing scores of
75% or higher.
Across these four sections, an average of 83.7% of students
earned the target score 75% or higher.
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Related Documents:
DAPPS Grading Rubric.SLO#1.HDEV 10.pdf
HDEV 10 SLO#1 Assessment Tool.Life Plan Assignment.pdf
Essay/Written Assignment - (Fall
Semester and Year Assessment Conducted: 2018-19 (Fall
2018) The assessment tool for HDEV 2018)
Standard Met? : Standard Met
110, SLO#1 is the Life Plan
To complete this assignment, students must use critical
assignment. This assignment
requires that students learn the five thinking to analyze personal qualities, determine college
and life goals, and apply the DAPPS criteria to write
qualities of effective goals. Goals
effective and achievable goals.
must be Dated, Achievable,
Personal, Positive, and Specific. This Sections assessed: 2507, 2509, 2523, 2525, 2529, 2541.
Across these sections, an average of 84.7% (85%) of
strategy helps direct student
students earned the target score 75% or higher. High
attention and effort toward goalrelevant activities and thus makes it achievement on this assignment indicates that students
more likely that students will achieve achieved course learning objectives related to personal
responsibility, self-awareness, goal setting, selftheir goals. Students utilize the
management, effective decision-making and educational
DAPPS goal-setting strategy to
planning. These learning objectives are critical to student
create a Life Plan that consists of
success and are key components in the HDEV 110
short- and long-term personal and
curriculum. For students to succeed in college, they must
educational goals. The Life Plan
become active and responsible partners in their own
assignment is attached.
Standard and Target for Success: It
education. These assessment results indicate that students
is expected that 80% of students will have gained awareness of strategies and skills (DAPPS) that
score 75% or above on this SLO
they can utilize in decision-making about their personal and
assessment.
educational goals. Importantly, students effectively applied
the DAPPS goal-setting strategy to their short and long-term
goals.
(11/01/2018)
% of Success for this SLO: 85
Faculty Assessment Leader: J. Soden
Faculty Contributing to Assessment: K. Daniel-DiGregorio,
Y. Chu
Related Documents:
DAPPS Grading Rubric.SLO#1.HDEV 110.pdf
HDEV 110 SLO#1 Assessment Tool.Life Plan Assignment.pdf
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Actions

Action: Faculty will offer a peer
review step before the final Life
Plan is submitted. This will give
students an opportunity to
collaborate with a peer to assess If
changes must be made to ensure
each goal meets the DAPPS
criteria. (06/01/2019)
Action Category: Teaching
Strategies
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